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Heavyball are a hard rocking new tone band based in London. Formed in late 2011 when 
Nottingham brothers Bigface and Habs Salisbury and school friend Johnny Iball, began to 
play together.  2014 saw them joined by Tom 'Stone Cold' Frost on lead guitar. 
!
The band’s sound is a modern interpretation of two tone and ska, with driving percussion and 
distinctive melodies. Influences include Viz, Shane Meadows and the story writing traditions of 
country and western. 
!
Heavyball have toured with the Kaiser Chiefs in the UK and Europe and supported ska 
legends The Selecter. Heavyball's addictive melodies and  energetic live performances have 
seen them play festivals all over the UK and headlining Harlem Shuffle festival in the 
Netherlands. 
!
Heavyball’s recordings have been championed by DJs such as 6 Music’s Chris Hawkins and 
Tom Robinson, BBC Radio Nottingham’s Dean Jackson, BBC London’s Gary Crowley and the 
late BBC Radio Ulster’s Gerry Anderson. 
!
2014 has been a busy year for the band with numerous UK shows. Following playing the 
Strawberry Fields festival in August the band  embarked on a European tour in October with 
dates in Germany, Austria, the Czech Republic and Holland. Heavyball will kick off 2015 with 
the release of their first album, a new single and a brand new music video. !
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Heavyball's sound has variously been described as 'indie-ska' and 'new tone', how would you 
describe it? 
!
Big Face: There is definitely a strong ska sound running through much of what we do. As a sound 
Heavyball is based in British rock but our stuff has edges of country and western and whatever else 
we have picked up along the way.  
Frosty: The new tone thing has come about because we love The Specials and they have been a big 
influence. As a band we have very broad musical tastes and you can hear a lot of different genres 
from surf to hip hop to punk.  
!
Who are your musical influences?  
!
Big Face: I love Johnny Cash, Roy Orbison, and Elvis 
Johnny: Bad Manners, The Smiths and Nile Rodgers  
Habs: New wave drummers like Stewart Copeland (The Police) and Clem Burke (Blondie)  
Frosty: John Frusciante, Jimi Hendrix and everything The Clash ever did !
In the song 'Black Eye Friday' there’s a bit of wisdom and good advice when the words, “I was talking 
when I should have been listening”. In the track 'Wanted', you sing “You got what you wanted but you 
lost what you had”. Apparently you’ve learned the lessons of life. Are you ever afraid of becoming 
too preachy?  !
Big Face: I stole that quote from a Corporal I worked with in the Army.   When the lads turned up for 
first parade on Monday morning, at least one would always have a black eye. He'd taunt them in a 
broad Sunderland accent "Ah!   You was talking when you should have been listening eh?!" They say 
stupid people learn from  their own mistakes, smart people learn from the mistakes of others.  I'm 
obviously pretty stupid cos I've always done it the first way. I'm not preaching cos I'm still learning 
lessons the hard way.  !
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Johnny: I never thought of Black Eye Friday of being preachy. The main character in the song gets 
drunk, makes a scene and gets knocked out. Wanted is about a guy whose missus left someone for 
him and now regrets it. If we have a message it is that we are bunch of losers! I enjoy the story 
elements of our songs that we have drawn from country and western. If we had written Ruby, Don't 
Take Your Love to Town the poor chap would have tried to shoot Ruby, missed and the bullet would 
have ricocheted and shot his dog....in the nuts, but all to an upbeat tune.  !
From your latest video, 'Another Country' the band appears to be taking a more political stance. 
Does Heavyball have a political agenda like The Clash?  !
Big Face: There’s a lot wrong with the world that makes me very angry. How can you look around you 
and stick to writing songs about seeing a girl at a bus stop. Bankers, bullies and wankers, are shafting 
us and we're the lucky ones as Johnny Cash said....''Just so we are reminded of the ones who are 
held back, up front there ought to be a man in black!" 
Johnny: F*** girl meets boy. It's been done and by people better at it than us. All of the band have life 
experiences and we try to bring that to our music. We just feel that more bands should be 
more interested in what is going on in this country rather than who has just dumped them.  
Habs: Another Country was originally about the difference between London and most of the UK 
during the economic downturn, because we could see that a lot of towns were suffering while many 
parts of the capital  didn't seem to be impacted at all.  We deliberately gave the director Sameer 
Patel free reign to do what he wanted. What I love is that he literally took it a different place and, 
gave it a whole new look and feel. It's up to everyone else how they want to interpret what we do.   !
Bit of band trivia?  !
Big Face: My top three pet hates are: the cinema, boat shoes, and Scouting for Girls 
Habs: I have a pathological fear of the mail 
Johnny: I love Clarks shoes and I have beans on toast once a week  
Frosty: I lose a pair of shoes on every tour
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Big Face Habs Johnny Iball Frosty 

THE BAND 

“One of the best live bands of 2014”      
Chris Hawkins (BBC Radio 6)
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